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1 Introduction
This document describes the procedure to configure data replication solutions using HPE 3PAR
storage systems to provide disaster recovery for Serviceguard clusters over long distances. This
chapter describes the 3PAR Remote Copy software and the additional files that integrate the
3PAR storage system with Metrocluster.

Overview of 3PAR concepts
The 3PAR storage systems are configured for use in data replication from one 3PAR storage
system unit to another. This type of physical data replication is a part of this product.

Remote Copy pairs
ARemote Copy pair is a pair of storage systems on which Remote Copy operations are performed.
Within this pair, the 3PAR storage system from which the data is being replicated is the primary
storage system. The 3PAR storage system to which the data is being replicated to is the remote
or backup storage system.

Remote Copy Volume Groups
Remote Copy operations are performed on groups of virtual volumes called Remote Copy volume
groups. Remote Copy ensures that the replication of data in the volumes within a Remote Copy
volume group maintains write order consistency.
Remote Copy operations are started or stopped, for the whole group. When point-in-time
snapshots of such volumes are created, writes to all volumes in the group are blocked to ensure
a consistent point-in-time copy of the whole volume group. The set of volumes on the primary
storage system to be copied is known as a primary volume group, and the set of copied volumes
on the remote storage system is known as a secondary volume group.

Remote Copy and thin provisioning
A Common Provisioning Group (CPG) is a user-created storage pool available to all volumes
associated with it. There are two types of virtual volumes, which draw spaces from CPGs that
can be used with Remote Copy:
• Thinly Provisioned Virtual Volumes (TPVVs)

• Fully provisioned Virtual Volumes
For TPVVs, all data and snapshot space is allocated on demand from a CPG, and for fully
provisioned virtual volumes, only the snapshot space is allocated on demand from the CPG. All
volumes used with Remote Copy must be TPVVs or fully provisioned virtual volumes.

Remote Copy Volume Group modes
There are two modes used by Remote Copy Volume Groups: synchronous and asynchronous
periodic.
In synchronous mode, a host-initiated write is performed on both the primary and the backup
storage systems before host writes are acknowledged. In the case of a disaster that affects the
primary storage system, the copy stored on the backup storage server at the remote site, can
be immediately used to continue the application. This copy is an exact replica of the primary
storage system.
In the asynchronous periodic mode, host writes are performed only on the primary storage system
and the host write is acknowledged when the data is written into cache on the primary storage
system. The primary and backup volumes are resynchronized periodically at scheduled time or
synchronization is manually initiated. If between two synchronizations, an area of the volume is
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written to multiple times, only the last write needs to be synchronized with the other storage
system.

Remote Copy target definitions
As part of the Remote Copy setup process, you must create target definitions on each Remote
Copy system. The target definitions are descriptions that exist on one system to identify a Remote
Copy system. For example, the 3PAR storage systems in the Remote Copy pair are each defined
as targets, relative to each other, for Remote Copy operations.

Virtual domains
The 3PAR Virtual Domains facility enables finer grain privileges over system objects, such as
volumes and hosts. Domains allow an administrator to create up to 1024 domains or spaces
within a 3PAR storage system, where each domain is dedicated to a specific application. A subset
of the 3PAR storage system users has varying privileges over the domains. Domains can be
useful where a single storage system is used to manage data from several different independent
applications.
Each domain provides users with various levels of accessibility domain objects. A domain is
made of Common Provisioning Groups (CPGs), hosts, and Remote Copy groups. Domains
contain derived domain objects, such as Virtual Volumes (VVs), Logical Disks (LDs), and volume
exports (VLUNs).
Because objects are domain-specific, domain users cannot accidentally or deliberately export
VVs to hosts or access VVs outside their assigned domain. Remote Copy checks for 3PAR
Virtual Domains (domains) on the remote system to ensure the virtual volume is mirrored to the
same domain name as the local domain name.
For additional information about Domains, see the 3PAR InForm OS Concepts Guide.

3PAR user privileges
There are different roles available for users created on the 3PAR storage systems. The roles
available varies based on the version of Inform OS installed on the array.
For more information, see the 3PAR InForm OS Concepts Guide and 3PAR Remote Copy User
Guide available at: http://www.hpe.com/info/saw or contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise
representative.

Overview of solution for Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux
Infrastructure requirements

To configure any application in a Metrocluster environment, verify the following infrastructure
requirements:

• The Remote Copy links must be available between the 3PAR storage systems. The method
to set the Remote copy links depends on whether the configuration uses Remote Copy over
IP (RCIP) or Remote Copy over Fiber Channel (RCFC). There must be at least two alternately
routed Remote Copy links between the storage systems to maintain availability. In
Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux, bidirectional configuration must be used.
For more information on setting up the Remote Copy links, see the 3PAR Remote Copy
User Guide available at: http://www.hpe.com/info/saw or contact your Hewlett Packard
Enterprise representative.

• Each node in the Metrocluster must have TCP/IP connectivity to both local and remote 3PAR
storage systems. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends you to provide redundant network
paths between the cluster nodes and the 3PAR storage systems.

• For each node in the site, there must be at least two alternately routed fibre channel paths
to the local 3PAR storage system.
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• Metrocluster uses 3PAR CLI to communicate to the storage array. Ensure that port 5783 is
not blocked by firewall.

• When you upgrade the 3PAR storage system to any of the following 3PAR OS versions,
then it impacts the HPE Metrocluster 3PAR package.

◦ 2.3.1 MU5 Patch35

◦ 3.1.1 MU3 Patch27

◦ 3.1.2 MU3 Patch16

After the upgrade to the patches is complete, a new self-signed 2048-bit RSA SSL Certificate
is created on the 3PAR Array. The 3PAR Remote CLI clients, 3PAR Management Console,
3PAR Recovery Manager, and/or any other client applications communicating to the 3PAR
StoreServ Storage System over SSL must be upgraded to enforce certificate validation.
It is recommended to follow the respective 3PAROS software upgrade instructions to upgrade
your storage. After the upgrade to the patches, get the certificate file or the certificate
exception file saved in the default location. The default location of exception certificate is
$HOME/.hp3par. The Metrocluster for 3PAR supports only the default location of the
certificate or the certificate exception file.
You can generate the certificate file by connecting to the 3PAR Array through the CLI client.
When the CLI server certificate is not verified by the certificate file ("cert"), the CLI looks for
the certificate information in the certificate exception file. If the certificate is not found, the
CLI prompts the user to accept and save the exception file. Later, the CLI connects to the
same CLI server without prompt.
For Example:

# /opt/3PAR/inform_cli_3.1.2/bin/cli -sys <storage system>
user: user1
password:
The authenticity of the storage system cannot be established.
CLI Server Certificate
Issuer: CN=3PAR InServ F400 1306125
Subject: CN=3PAR InServ F400 1306125
SHA1 fingerprint: <Key>
Validity: Not before: Nov 5 09:31:19 2013 GMT

Not after: Nov 4 09:31:19 2016 GMT
Warning: self signed certificate
Warning: certificate is not yet valid
Continue connecting (yes/no)? yes
Permanently add this certificate as an exception (yes/no)? yes

cli%

For more information about generating the certificate file or certificate exception file, see the
3PAR storage system documentation.
You must generate the certification file, and save it in all the Metrocluster 3PAR package
nodes of the cluster. If the inform OS is updated with the latest patch and cert file, or the
certificate exception file is not present in the default location, the following is an impact on
the Metrocluster 3PAR package:

◦ There is no successful configuration of a newMetrocluster package. The cmcheckconf
and cmapplyconf commands will time out.

◦ The existing Metrocluster package fails to start after a failover.

◦ The existing Metrocluster device group monitoring does not happen and no RCVG
replication status is notified.
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NOTE: The maximum number of CLI connections to a 3PAR storage array is 64.

Overview of a Metrocluster configuration
A Metrocluster is configured with the nodes at Site A and Site B. When Site A and Site B form a
Metrocluster, a third location is required where Quorum Server or arbitrator nodes must be
configured. There is a 3PAR storage system at each site and they are connected to each other
through Remote Copy links.
An application is deployed in a Metrocluster by configuring it at both the sites. The sites are
referred either as DC1 or DC2 for an application, based on their role. Typically, the application
runs on DC1 site which is the primary site. If there is a disaster in DC1 site, the application
automatically fails over to the recovery site referred as DC2 site.

NOTE: DC1 and DC2 are application-specific roles of a site.

For each application, either synchronous or asynchronous periodic mode replication is configured
to replicate data between the two sites using Remote Copy Volume Group. In a typical
configuration, more than one application is configured to run in a Metrocluster. Depending on
the application distribution in a Metrocluster environment, some applications can have Site A as
its DC1 while some other applications can have Site B as its DC1.

Figure 1 Sample configuration of Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux

Figure 1 depicts an example of two applications distributed in aMetrocluster environment balancing
the server and replication load. In this example, Site A is the primary site or DC1 for application
A, and recovery site or DC2 for application B. Site B is the primary site or DC1 for application B,
and recovery site or DC2 for application A.
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Overview of Metrocluster 3PAR Remote Copy Volume Group monitor
In a Metrocluster environment it is necessary to actively monitor the Remote Copy VolumeGroup
state. If this is not done, it becomes difficult to find out the time when the application data became
remotely unprotected for an extended period of time. Under such circumstances, the Metrocluster
3PAR Remote Copy Volume Group monitor provides the capability to monitor the status of the
Remote Copy Volume Group used in a package.
The monitor, as a package service, periodically verifies the status of the 3PAR Remote Copy
Volume Group, which is configured for the package. If there is a change in the status of the
Remote Copy Volume Group of the package, the monitor sends a notification to the user through
e-mail, syslog, OPC, or console. The notification has the reason for the notification, a timestamp,
the status of the Remote Copy Volume Group, and steps to restore replication as applicable.
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2 Metrocluster Features
3PAR Peer Persistence

Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux 12.00.40 provides support for Peer Persistence.
To enable 3PAR Peer Persistence with Metrocluster, no specific cluster or package parameters
are required in configuration. 3PAR Peer Persistence setup must be done based on 3PAR
recommendations, and there are no limitations or special requirements from Metrocluster
perspective.
Some of the advantages of Metrocluster with peer persistence are:

• Granular level of control over the package start in secondary site—RPO sensitive failover
and fully automated recovery in multiple failure scenarios.

• Better protection in case of link failure between the primary node and the array as Peer
Persistence does not monitor link failure and will not treat it as an array failure to initiate the
array failover operation.

• Support for cluster verification feature.

• Monitoring of replication status and notification in case of any change in the replication status.

• Recovery of package on Disaster Recovery (DR) site when 3PAR Peer Persistence quorum
witness is down and the primary site fails.

Recovery Point Objective
Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux 12.00.40 supports Recovery Point Objective
(RPO) which allows the users to specify target RPO level for the remote copy volume group
configured in the Metrocluster package. As a part of its packagemonitor and failover management
sequence, Metrocluster sends a notification to the user if remote site data lag exceeds the
specified RPO level.
With AUTO_NONCURRENT parameter set, Metrocluster does not check the extent of data lag and
starts the package on adoptive site automatically during a failover operation. Now, Metrocluster
allows the users to specify RPO value for a package which determines if a package must be
started automatically on a remote site in an event of a failure. Package are not started
automatically if remote site data lag is more than RPO threshold value.

Cluster Verification
Starting Serviceguard version A.12.00.00, the cmcheckconf -v command validates the cluster
and the package configuration. Metrocluster uses this functionality to ensure the sanity of
Metrocluster package configuration. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you set up a
cron job to regularly run the cmcheckconf command. For more information on cmcheckconf
command, see the cmcheckconf (1m) manpage.
The cluster verification feature provides the following benefits:
• It verifies whether the Metrocluster is able to connect to the array to get the status of the

Remote Copy Volume Group.
• It verifies the replication status of the Remote Copy Volume Group configured in the package.

• It verifies whether all the package attributes are configured in the package configuration file.

• It verifies whether the disks that are part of Remote Copy Volume Group are also part of the
logical volume group.

“Validating Metrocluster package” (page 11) lists the checks made on a Metrocluster Package.
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Table 1 Validating Metrocluster package

RemarkCommandValidations/Checks

For Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy, it
verifies whether the InformOS CLI is installed.

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the Array Management
Software is available.

cmapplyconf

# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<pkg_reference_file>

Verifies the package configuration file that is
passed as an argument for the cmcheckconf

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify all attributes in the Metrocluster
module.

[-P/-p] command. For cmcheckconf, it checks
cmapplyconf the Metrocluster environment file that is available

in the Metrocluster package directory.# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg>

Warns you if the disks belonging to a volume
group are not being replicated. It reports an error

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the disks belonging to
a volume group are being replicated.

if the disks belong to a replication group that is
cmapplyconf different from what is mentioned in the

environment file or the package configuration file.# cmapplyconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

cmcheckconf [-P/-p]

# cmcheckconf -P
<Metrocluster_pkg.conf>

# cmcheckconf -p
<Metrocluster_pkg>

When the package is up and running, the
cmcheckconf command verifies the replication

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify the replication status of the
Remote Copy Volume Group based
on the package configuration file. status. If the replication is not happening, the

validation script displays the following warning
message.
WARNING: The replication is not happening.

When the package is up and running, the
cmcheckconf command verifies the package

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the package
configuration file mentions the logical
volume group that contains the disks configuration for the disks that belong to the
belonging to the same Remote Copy
Volume Group.

mentioned logical volume group and also belongs
to the same Remote Copy Volume Group.

Warns you if the force flag is present in the
package directory.

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the force flag is not
present in the package directory.

WARNING: The FORCEFLAG is present in the
package directory.

When the link to 3PAR InForm OS CLI is not
present in the /usr/bin directory ,the
following error message is displayed:

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the link to 3PAR InForm
OS CLI is present in the /usr/bin
directory.
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Table 1 Validating Metrocluster package (continued)

ERROR: The file /usr/bin/cli is not found.
Create a symbolic link /usr/bin/cli to /opt/
3PAR/inform_cli<version>/bin/cliwhere
<version>is the latest supported version of 3PAR
InForm OS CLI. The directory /opt/3PAR/
inform_cli<version> will be available if
3PAR InForm OS CLI is installed. If the directory
is not available, then install the latest version of
3PAR InForm OS CLI supported by Metrocluster
3PAR.

Warns you when the password file is not present
in the/opt/cmcluster/toolkit/SG3PARRC/
directory.

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the password file is
present in the /opt/cmcluster/
toolkit/SG3PARRC/ directory.

WARNING: The password file
${RC3PAR_DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_USER}
_${RC3PAR_DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME}.pwf
is not found.

The following error is displayed, if the storage is
not reachable when using 3PAR InForm OS CLI
with password files.

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the storage is reachable
when using 3PAR InForm OS CLI with
password files.

ERROR: Connection to the storage system
${RC3PAR_DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME}
failed. The password file <>.pwf may be corrupted
!! Recreate the passwordfile and copy it to all
nodes in the cluster.

When the nodes configured for a given package
belong neither to DC1 nor DC2, the following error
message is displayed:

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the nodes configured
for a given package belongs to DC1
or DC2.

ERROR: Node $host_name is not present in
either DC1_NODE_LIST or DC2_NODE_LIST.

When the Remote Copy Volume Group does not
exist on the storage system, the following error
message is displayed:

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the Remote Copy
Volume Group exist on the storage
system.

ERROR: DC2_RC_VOLUME_GROUP
${RC3PAR_DC2_RC_VOLUME_GROUP} is not the
name of Remote Copy Volume Group
${RC3PAR_DC1_RC_VOLUME_GROUP} on the
storage system
${RC3PAR_DC2_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME}.

When the Remote Copy target name does not
match with the actual Remote Copy target of the

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the Remote Copy target
names matches with the actual
Remote Copy target of the replication replication group as mentioned in the package
group as mentioned in the package
configuration file.

configuration file, the following error message is
displayed:
ERROR: The DC1 Remote Copy target name for
DC2 ${RC3PAR_DC1_RC_TARGET_FOR_DC2}
does not match the actual value.

When the Remote Copy Volume Group of DC2
is a substring of the Remote Copy Volume Group

cmcheckconf [–v]

# cmcheckconf

Verify whether the Remote Copy
Volume Group of DC2 is a substring
of the Remote Copy Volume Group of
DC1and vice versa.

of DC1 and vice versa, the following error
message is displayed:
ERROR: Both DC1_RC_VOLUME_GROUP and
DC2_RC_VOLUME_GROUP cannot have the
same value.
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3 Configuring an application in a Metrocluster environment
Installing the necessary software

Before a Metrocluster can be configured, make sure the following software is installed on all
nodes:
• Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.00 or later

• 3PAR InForm OS CLI

• Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux

Creating the cluster
NOTE: The file /etc/cmcluster.conf contains the mappings that resolve symbolic
references to $SGCONF, $SGROOT, $SGLBIN, etc. used in the pathnames in the following
subsections. If the Serviceguard variables are not defined on your system, then include the file
/etc/cmcluster.conf in your login profile for the root user. For more information on these
parameters, see Understanding the Location of Serviceguard Files and Enabling Serviceguard
Command Access sections in Managing HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 available at
http://www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs.

Create the cluster or clusters according to the process described in the Managing HPE
Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 manual available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
linux-serviceguard-docs. In the case of a Metrocluster, create a single Serviceguard cluster
with components on multiple sites.

NOTE: Do not configure a 3PAR Remote Volume group volume, Primary or Secondary, as a
cluster lock disk. A cluster lock disk must always be writable. The volumes of a Remote Copy
Volume Group might not always be writable, therefore none of them can be used as a cluster
lock disk. A configuration with a cluster lock disk that is part of a Remote Copy Volume Group
is not a supported configuration.

Site Aware Failover Configuration
Serviceguard allows you to configure sites in a Metrocluster environment. The Serviceguard
cluster configuration file includes the attributes to define sites. Table 2 (page 13) lists the attributes.
These attributes enable the use of the site_preferred_manual or site_preferred package
failover policies for Metrocluster package.

Table 2 Site Aware Failover Configuration

DescriptionAttributes

To define a unique name for a site in the cluster.SITE_NAME

SITE keyword under the node's NODE_NAME definition.SITE

The following is a sample of the site definition in a Serviceguard cluster configuration file:

SITE_NAME san_francisco
SITE_NAME san_jose
NODE_NAME SFO_1
SITE san_francisco
.....
NODE_NAME SFO_2
SITE san_francisco
........
NODE_NAME SJC_1
SITE san_jose
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.......
NODE_NAME SJC_2
SITE san_jose
........

Use cmviewcl command to view the list of sites that are configured in the cluster and their
associated nodes. The following is a sample of the command, and the output:
# cmviewcl -l node

SITE_NAME san_francisco
NODE STATUS STATE
SFO_1 up running
SFO_2 up running
.........
SITE_NAME san_jose
NODE STATUS STATE
SJC_1 up running
SJC_2 up running

You can configure either of these failover policies for Metrocluster failover packages. To use
these policies, you must specify site_preferred or site_preferred_manual for the
failover_policy attribute in the Metrocluster package configuration file.

NOTE: For a Metrocluster package, Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you set the
failover_policy parameter to site_preferred.

Setting up the replication using 3PAR Remote Copy
Consider that you have already created one or more Serviceguard clusters for use in a disaster
recovery configuration.
To set up replication in a Metrocluster environment:
1. Connect the arrays to the hosts in the cluster.
2. Set up 3PAR InForm OS CLI for Metrocluster environment.
3. Create a Remote Copy Volume Group for use in the cluster nodes.
4. Create a 3PAR storage system user to access the Remote Copy Volume Group.
5. Set up password files in all the nodes to connect to the 3PAR storage systems.

Connecting the arrays to the hosts in the cluster
Ensure that the 3PAR storage systems are correctly cabled to each host system that runs
packages whose data reside on the storage systems. You must create corresponding host
definitions on each storage system. For more information, see the 3PAR Management Console
Online Help or the 3PARCLI Administrator’s Manual available at:http://www.hpe.com/info/saw
or contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise representative.

Set up 3PAR InForm OS CLI for Metrocluster environment
After installing 3PAR InForm OS CLI, the CLI has to be configured for use in the Metrocluster
environment. To configure it, create a link from the latest version of 3PAR InForm OS CLI found
under /opt/3PAR/inform_cli<version>/bin/cli to /usr/bin/cli, where version is
the latest installed version of 3PAR InForm OS CLI.
# ln -s /opt/3PAR/inform_cli<version>/bin/cli /usr/bin/cli

Create Remote Copy Volume Group
Before you create Remote Copy Volume Groups, you must create volumes on each storage
system separately through the normal volume creation commands. The volumes must be of the
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same size, though they can have different RAID levels. In addition, they must be TPVVs or fully
provisioned virtual volumes.

NOTE: When a TPVV is configured as a primary volume in a Remote Copy Volume Group,
no data should be written on the secondary volume before adding it to the Remote Copy Volume
Group, or it must match the primary volume. This enables the primary and secondary volumes
to match during initial synchronization.
The Remote Copy Volume Group can be created either using 3PAR Management Console GUI
or using 3PAR CLI . For better usability, configure Remote Copy Volume Group using 3PAR
Management Console GUI.

Using 3PAR Mmanagement console GUI
You can use the 3PAR Management Console graphical user interface to configure CPG, virtual
volumes, Remote Copy VolumeGroup. You can also export the created volumes to the respective
nodes in the cluster using 3PAR Management Console.
For more detailed information on setting up 3PAR Management Console to configure, manage,
and monitor your 3PAR storage system, see the HPE 3PAR Management Console Online Help.

Using 3PAR CLI commands
To create the Remote Copy Volume Groups on the primary and backup storage systems:
1. Log on to a 3PAR storage system from the host. You must use a user with super or edit

privileges who has access to all the domains.
# cli

When prompted, enter the storage system IP or Name, and then enter the user credentials
for the particular storage system.

2. Create a CPG on both primary and recovery 3PAR storage systems. Issue the following
command:
cli% createcpg -domain <domain_name> <copygroup_name>

where:

• <copygroup_name> is the name of the CPG.

• <domain_name> is the name of the domain to which the newly created CPGwill belong.
If you are not using Domains, do not specify the option -domain otherwise, specify the
name of an existing domain in your system.
To list all the existing domains in the system, issue the following 3PAR command:
cli% showdomain

NOTE: If you want to create a new domain, run the createdomain <domain_name>
command before creating the CPG.

3. Create a virtual volume for both the primary and recovery storage systems, that belong to
the CPG created in step 2. Base volumes are not supported for Remote Copy. Create either
fully provisioned virtual volumes or TPVVs on both the primary and recovery storage systems.
• To create a fully provisioned virtual volume:

cli% createvv -snp_cpg <snp_cpg> <copygroup_name> <volume_name>
<volume_size>

• To create a lightly provisioned virtual volume:
cli% createvv -tpvv –snp_cpg <snp_cpg> –usr_aw <percent> usr_al
<percent> <copygroup_name> <volume_name> <volume_size>
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where:

◦ -snp_cpg <snp_cpg> is the name of the copy group fromwhich the snapshot space
is allocated. You can use <copygroup_name> CPG that was created in step2 or
any other CPG to allocate the space for the snapshot.

◦ -usr_aw <percent> is the allocation warning alert limit for the user space specified
in percentage. This generates an alert when the user space of the volume exceeds
a specified percentage of the volume’s size.

◦ -usr_al <percent> is the allocation limit of the user space specified in percentage.
This prevents the user space from exceeding a specified percentage of the volume’s
size.

4. Export the created volume to all the nodes in the primary site of the Metrocluster.
cli% createvlun <volume_name> <LUN> <host name>

NOTE: The volumes on the recovery storage system must be exported to the nodes in
the recovery site after the Remote Copy Volume Group is created. Secondary volumes
cannot be exported when they are being added to the Remote Copy Volume Group.

After you export the 3PAR virtual volume to the hosts, use WWN to map the 3PAR virtual
volume with Linux disk name. To find the WWN of the virtual volume, login to the 3PAR
array which has the virtual volume, and then run the following command:
cli% showvv -d <virtual_volume_name>

After the WWN of the 3PAR virtual volume is obtained, find the WWN of the disk using
lsscsi or scsi_id commands.
For Example:
# lsscsi | grep 3PAR | grep disk | awk '{print $6}'

After the 3PAR disks are retrieved by lsscsi command, run the scsi_id command to
find the WWN of the 3PAR disk.
For SUSE:
#/lib/udev/scsi_id --whitelisted <3PAR disk path>

For Red Hat:
#/sbin/scsi_id --whitelisted <3PAR disk path>

NOTE: The lsscsi command is available in lssci package available in the respective
OS repository.

5. Create a Remote Copy Volume Group on the primary system and assign the created
volume to that group.
On primary storage system:

a.

cli% creatercopygroup –domain <domain_name> <group_name>
<target_name>:<replication_type>

cli% admitrcopyvv <volume_name> <group_name>
<target_name>:<volume_name>

where:

• <group_name> is the name of the Remote Copy Volume Group to be created.

• <target_name> is the recovery storage system.
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• <volume_name> is the name of the virtual volume created in step 3.

• <replication_type> is the type of replication to be used. For synchronous replication
use sync and for periodic asynchronous replication use periodic.

Hewlett Packard Enterprise also recommends you to set the following auto_recover
policy for the Remote Copy Volume Group:
cli% setrcopygroup pol auto_recover <group_name>

• When the link goes down, and the Remote Copy Volume Group is in a stopped
state ( that is, when replication is not happening ), setting auto_recover option
restarts the group automatically when the link is restored.

b. Set the resynchronization interval for the asynchronous periodic mode of replication:
cli% setrcopygroup period <period> <target_name> <group_name>

where:
<period> is the time period in units of seconds, minutes, hours, or days, for automatic
resynchronization. The time must be longer than or equal to five minutes and not more
than one year in duration.

6. Export the created volume to all the nodes in the recovery site of the Metrocluster.
cli% createvlun <volume_name> <LUN> <host name>

7. On the primary storage system, start the group created in step 5.
On primary storage system:
cli% startrcopygroup <group_name>

8. To verify the creation of a Remote Copy VolumeGroup pair, use either showrcopy command
or 3PAR Management Console.
cli% showrcopy groups <group_name>

A Remote Copy Volume Group pair is now created. These are the high level commands. For
more information on creating a Remote Copy Volume Group, see Remote Copy User Guide
available at:http://www.hpe.com/info/saw or contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise
representative.

Creating a 3PAR storage system user to access the Remote Copy Volume Group
You can create an 3PAR storage system user using 3PAR Management Console or 3PAR CLI
commands. For information on 3PAR Management Console, see the HPE 3PAR Management
Console Online Help. To create a user using 3PAR CLI commands, from any host, login to the
3PAR CLI using the following example:
1. Access the 3PAR CLI of the 3PAR storage system with a user having super or edit privileges

who has access to all domains.
# cli

When prompted, enter the storage system IP or Name, and then enter the user credentials
for the particular storage system.
cli %

2. Create a CLI user (for example, mc3parusr) and password using the createuser command.
cli% createuser –c <password> mc3parusr <domain_name> <super or
edit>
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where:

• <domain_name> is the name of the domain to which the new user will belong. If you
are using domains, specify the name of an existing domain in your system. Specify 'all'
as the domain name if you are not using any domain.

NOTE: For Metrocluster operations the user must have the “edit” privileges. Hewlett
Packard Enterprise strongly recommends you to create Remote Copy Volume Groups and
user with “edit” privileges for the Metrocluster operations under a 3PAR storage system
domain. However, Metrocluster does not restrict you to configure a user with “super” access
privileges for Metrocluster operations who has access to all the domains.

Setting up password files for cluster nodes to connect to 3PAR storage systems
Password files must be configured for Metrocluster to communicate with the 3PAR storage
systems. These password files must be generated manually on all the nodes.
If you want to configure password files from the cluster nodes to the storage systems using the
utility setup MC3PARpasswdfile, then run the utility on all the nodes using an appropriate 3PAR
user on the corresponding 3PAR storage system as follows:
# $SGSBIN/3parrc/setupMC3PARpasswdfile <user_name> <storage_system_name
or IP or DNS name>

When prompted, enter the username and password for the respective users on the corresponding
storage systems that are passed as arguments.
For example,
# $SGSBIN/3parrc/setupMC3PARpasswdfile mc3parusr 3par001

Metrocluster 3PAR password file creation utility....

The user name specified is mc3parusr

The storage array specified is 3par001

Enter the username once more and the password when prompted

Trying to create the password file

user: mc3parusr

password:

Created the passwordfile

Trying to copy the password file to all nodes in the cluster

Configuring LVM volume group
LVM storage can be used in the disaster recovery clusters. The following section shows how to
set up the LVM volume group. Before you create volume groups, you must enable activation
protection for logical volume groups, preventing the volume group from being activated by more
than one node at the same time. For more information on enabling activation protection for logical
volume groups, see Managing HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 available at http://
www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs.

Creating LVM volume groups
To create volume groups, do the following:
1. Create LVM physical volumes on each LUN.

For Example:
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# pvcreate -f /dev/sda1

2. Create the volume group on the source volume.
# vgcreate --addtag $(uname -n) /dev/<vgname> /dev/sda1

3. Create the logical volume. (XXXX indicates size in MB).
# lvcreate -L XXXX /dev/<vgname>

4. Create a file system on the logical volume.
# mke2fs -j /dev/<vgname>/lvol1

5. If required, deactivate the volume groups on the primary system and remove the tag.
# vgchange -a n <vgname>

# vgchange --deltag $(uname -n) <vgname>

6. Run the vgscan command to make the LVM configuration visible on all the nodes.
# vgscan

7. On the source disk site, run the following commands on all the systems that might run the
Serviceguard package. If required, take a back up of a LVM configuration.
# vgchange --addtag $(uname -n) <vgname>

# vgchange -a y <vgname>

# vgcfgbackup <vgname>

# vgchange -a n <vgname>

# vgchange --deltag $(uname -n) <vgname>

8. If the Remote Copy Volume Group is configured in asynchronous periodic mode, then to
reflect disk group configuration done at the source disk site, you must synchronize the
Remote Copy Volume Group from the 3PAR storage system of the source disk site.
cli% syncrcopy <rc_volume_group_name>

9. Log in to the 3PAR storage system of the target disk site. Stop the Remote Copy Volume
Group and reverse the direction of replication to make disks read/write.
cli% setrcopygroup reverse —stopgroups <rc_volume_group_name>

10. On the target disk site, run the following commands on all the systems that might run the
Serviceguard package. If required, take a back up of a LVM configuration.
# vgchange --addtag $(uname -n) <vgname>

# vgchange -a y <vgname>

# vgcfgbackup <vgname>

# vgchange -a n <vgname>

# vgchange --deltag $(uname -n) <vgname>

11. Login to the source disk site of the 3PAR storage system. Reverse the direction of replication
to bring it back to its original direction.
cli% setrcopygroup reverse <rc_volume_group_name>

cli% startrcopygroup <rc_volume_group_name>

If you do not want to suspend replication at this point of time, skip the step 8, 9 and 10.
However, this will not activate the volume group to perform the vgcfgbackup. Perform the
vgcfgbackup when the volume group is activated during the first package startup at the
target disk site.
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Creating VxVM disk groups
If you are using VERITAS storage, use the following procedure to create disk groups. The following
section explains how to set up the VERITAS disk groups. On one node in the source disk site
do the following:
1. Run the vxdisksetup command on the primary system to initialize the disks to be used

with VxVM.
# /etc/vx/bin/vxdisksetup -i <disk_name>

2. Create a disk group to be used with the vxdg command on the primary system.
# vxdg init <diskgroup_name><disk_name>

3. Verify the configuration of the created disk group.
# vxprint –g <diskgroup_name>

4. Run the vxassist command to create the logical volume.
# vxassist -g <diskgroup_name>make logfile 2048m

5. Verify the configuration of the created volume.
# vxprint -g <diskgroup_name>

6. Create a filesystem running the following command.
# mkfs -t vxfs /dev/vx/rdsk/<diskgroup_name>/logfile

7. Create a directory to mount the created volume.
# mkdir /<mountpoint_name>

8. Mount the created volume.
# mount /dev/vx/dsk/<diskgroup_name>/logfile /<mountpoint_name>

9. Verify if file system exits, and then unmount the file system.
# umount /<mountpoint_name>

10. Deport the disk group.
# vxdg deport <diskgroup_name>

11. If the Remote Copy Volume Group is configured in asynchronous periodic mode, then to
reflect disk group configuration done at the source disk site, you must synchronize the
Remote Copy Volume Group from the 3PAR storage system of the source disk site.
# cli% syncrcopy <rc_volume_group_name>

To validate the VERITAS disk groups on nodes in the target disk site:
1. Login to the target disk site's 3PAR storage system. Stop the Remote Copy Volume Group

and reverse the direction of replication.
cli% setrcopygroup reverse -stopgroups <rc_volume_group_name>

2. Import the disk group on a node in the target disk site.
# vxdg -tfC import <diskgroup_name>

3. Start the logical volume in the disk group.
# vxvol -g <diskgroup_name>startall

4. Create a directory to mount the volume.
# mkdir /<mountpoint_name>

5. Mount the volume.
# mount /dev/vx/dsk/<diskgroup_name>/logfile /<mountpoint_name>
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6. Verify if the file system is present, and then unmount the file system.
# umount /<mountpoint_name>

7. Deport the disk group.
# vxdg deport <diskgroup_name>

Repeat steps 2 through 7 on all nodes in the cluster that require access to this disk group.
8. Login to the source disk site's 3PAR storage system. Reverse the direction of replication to

bring it back to its original direction.
cli% setrcopygroup reverse <rc_volume_group_name>

cli% startrcopygroup <rc_volume_group_name>

NOTE: It may be possible to skip the commands to stop and reverse the replication. However,
the import of disk group may take longer to complete.

Configuring VMware VMFS Disk
Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux supports VMWare Virtual machine file System
(VMFS) based disks (VMDK) for application use. For more information about VMware VMFS,
see Managing HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
linux-serviceguard-docs. You can find the details about how to deploy VMFS feature in disaster
recovery environment in the next section.
Before you apply or verify the Metrocluster package configuration file, ensure that the volume
group uses the replication group as follows:

• Each disk that is part of the replication group in the storage array must be part of the datastore
as mentioned in the package. If one of the disks is not part of the datastore, a warning
message is displayed.

• Each disk in the datastore must be part of the replication group in the storage array as
mentioned in the package.

Prerequisites for configuring VMWare VMFS disk for Metrocluster with 3PAR
Remote Copy for Linux
To configure a disk for Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux using VMFS:
1. Create replication group using storage specific command.
2. Create LUNs to the replication group on both Read-Only and Read-Write sites.
3. Export these LUNs to the ESXi hosts on Read-Write and Read-Only sites.
4. Create a datastore on the ESXi Host on the Read-Write site using the exported LUN.
5. Create VMDK disks on the datastore.
6. On the Read-Only site, mark the replication group as Read-Write.

7. On the Read-Only site, add the datastore created in Step 4 to the ESXi host with the Keep
Existing Signature option.

8. Restart the replication.
For more information about storage specific commands, see the following document available
at http://www.hpe.com/support/manuals:
• 3PAR Remote Copy User Guide

Prerequisite for configuring RDM disk for Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote
Copy for Linux
If you need to configure a disk using RDM, the datastore can either reside on disk which is part
of the replication group or on a different disk.
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In the configuration where the datastore resides on the replication group, you must follow the
steps described in the Prerequisites for configuring VMWare VMFS disk for Metrocluster with
3PAR Remote Copy for Linux section.
In the configuration where the datastore resides on a different disk which is not part of any
replication group, a datastore and respective VMDK disk with the same name must be created
separately on both Read-Only and Read-Write sites.

Configuring Metrocluster Packages
A Metrocluster must be completed using Metrocluster 3PAR module dts/mc3parrc.

NOTE: Themaximum number of Metrocluster packages that can be configured is 64. For more
information, see “Managing CLI connections to 3PAR array” (page 46).

Perform the following steps on a node in a Metrocluster to configure a modular package using
the Metrocluster 3PAR module on the command line:
1. Run the following command to create a modular package configuration file using the

Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux module dts/mc3parrc.
# cmmakepkg –m dts/mc3parrc pkgName.config

In this command, dts/mc3parrc is the Metrocluster module that needs to be included to
create a Metrocluster package configuration file.
By default, the mc3parrc module includes only the Serviceguard volume group module.
If modules other than the Serviceguard modules need to be included, they must be explicitly
specified while creating the Metrocluster modular package configuration file.
The following example shows the package IP, the filesystem, and themonitor subnet module
included along with the mc3parrc module.
# cmmakepkg –m dts/mc3parrc –m sg/filesystem –m sg/monitor_subnet
\-m sg/package_ip pkgName.config

NOTE: Usually, Metrocluster is used with applications toolkits. Therefore, the application
toolkit module must be included when Metrocluster is used in conjunction with an application.
For example, when Metrocluster is used in conjunction with the Serviceguard Toolkit for
Oracle on Linux, then the toolkit module and other required modules must be included with
the Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux module.
Run the following command:
# cmmakepkg –m dts/mc3parrc –m sg/filesystem -m sg/package_ip -m\
tkit/oracle/oracle pkgName.config

2. Edit the following attributes in the pkgName.config file.
a. Specify the package directory for the dts/dts/dts_pkg_dir attribute.

dts/3parrc/dts_pkg_dir $SGCONF/pkg

b. Specify the DC1 nodes for the DC1_NODE_LIST parameter. Multiple names are defined
using a space as a separator between the names. You cannot mention the IP addresses
to the DC1_NODE_LIST parameter.
dts/3parrc/DC1_NODE_LIST “dc1_node1 dc1_node2”

c. Specify the DC2 nodes for the DC2_NODE_LIST parameter. Multiple names are defined
using a space as a separator between the names. You cannot mention the IP addresses
to the DC2_NODE_LIST parameter.
dts/3parrc/DC2_NODE_LIST “dc2_node1 dc2_node2”
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d. Specify the DNS resolvable name or IP address of the 3PAR storage system that resides
in DC1.
dts/3parrc/DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME "3PAR001"

e. Specify the DNS resolvable name or IP address of the 3PAR storage system that resides
in DC2.
dts/3parrc/DC2_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME “3PAR002”

NOTE: The storage system name value specified in DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME
and DC2_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME parameter must be the same value as specified
while creating the password file. For more information, see section “Setting up password
files for cluster nodes to connect to 3PAR storage systems” (page 18).

f. Specify the Remote Copy Volume Group name configured on the 3PAR storage system
that resides in DC1, containing the disks used by the application.
dts/3parrc/DC1_RC_VOLUME_GROUP “mcrcgroup”

g. Specify the Remote Copy Volume Group name configured on the 3PAR storage system
that resides in DC2, containing the disks used by the application.
dts/3parrc/DC2_RC_VOLUME_GROUP “mcrcgroup.r2835”

h. Specify the user on the 3PAR storage system that resides in DC1.
dts/3parrc/DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_USER “mc3parusr”

Metrocluster executes the Remote Copy commands on DC1 storage system through
CLI using this user. This user must have access to perform the Remote Copy operations
on the DC1_RC_VOLUME_GROUP.

i. Specify the user on the 3PAR storage system that resides in DC2.
dts/3parrc/DC2_STORAGE_SYSTEM_USER “mc3parusr”

Metrocluster executes the Remote Copy commands on DC2 storage system through
CLI using this user. This user must have access to perform the Remote Copy operations
on the DC2_RC_VOLUME_GROUP.

NOTE: The name of the storage system user can be same or different on DC1 and
DC2 arrays.

j. Specify the target name associated with the Remote Copy Volume Group on DC1 for
the 3PAR storage system in DC2.
dts/3parrc/DC1_RC_TARGET_FOR_DC2 “3PAR002”

k. Specify the target name associated with the Remote Copy Volume Group on DC2 for
the 3PAR storage system in DC1.
dts/3parrc/DC2_RC_TARGET_FOR_DC2 “3PAR001”

NOTE: For steps f through k, use 3PAR Management Console/3PAR CLI to identify
the values for configuring Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux attributes.

l. Specify the timeout, in minutes, to wait for completion of the Remote Copy Volume
Group resynchronization from source to destination volume before starting up the
package on the destination.
dts/3parrc/RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT 5

The legal values for this parameter are “0” (default value) or “no_timeout” or value
greater than “0”.
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If RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT is 0 (default value), and if the state of Remote Copy Volume
Group is in “syncing” state, Metrocluster software will not wait and will return an error.
The package will fail to start with an error and will not start on any node in the cluster.
If RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT is greater than zero, and if the state of a volume in Remote
Copy Volume Group is in “syncing” state, Metrocluster software waits till
RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT value for the completion of the synchronization. If
RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT expires and synchronization is still in progress, the package
fails to start with an error and will not start on any node in the cluster.
If the parameter RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT is set to "no_timeout", then the package
startup waits for the resync until it either completes or fails.

NOTE: The RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT value must not be greater than the value of
run_script_timeout parameter specified in the package configuration. Adjust the
run_script_timeout value as necessary to consider the RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
value in addition to the time taken for the full execution of each function in the package
startup.

m. To allow package to start up with non-current data, set AUTO_NONCURDATA to 1.
dts/3parrc/AUTO_NONCURDATA 1

The legal values for this parameter are “0” (default value) or “1”.
If AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to 1, Metrocluster software will allow the application to start
as long as the data is consistent; even though, it may not be current.
If AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to 0 (default value), Metrocluster software will not allow
the application to start if the data is not current. You are require to interfere to bring the
data to current or to force the package to start on a node by creating FORCEFLAG in
the package directory (dts_pkg_dir).

n. Specify RPO_THRESHOLD, in minutes, for the remote copy volume group configured in
Metrocluster package.
RPO_THRESHOLD parameter can be used in conjunction with AUTO_NONCURDATA
parameter. The legal values for this parameter is value greater than "0" specified in
minutes.
If AUTO_NONCURDATA parameter is set to 1 and RPO_THRESHOLD is set to 5,
Metrocluster software will allow the application to start as long as the data is consistent
and is not current by 5 minutes. Manual intervention is required to bring the data to
current or to force the package to start on a node by creating FORCEFLAG in the
package directory (dts_pkg_dir).
If AUTO_NONCURDATA is set to 1 and RPO_THRESHOLD is not set, Metrocluster software
will allow the application to start as long as the data is consistent; even though, it may
not be current.

o. Specify the time in seconds for Metrocluster to wait to determine that the Remote Copy
links are down. The default time in seconds to wait is 250.
dts/3parrc/PERIODIC_ASYNC_LINK_DOWN_TIMEOUT 250

p. By default, a monitoring service is mentioned in the package configuration file to monitor
the health of the Remote Copy Volume Group added to the package.
• Specify the name of the service, which is unique in the cluster.

For example:

service_name 3par_rcvg_monitor
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service_cmd "$SGSBIN/DR3PARRCMon $SG_PACKAGE_NAME"
service_restart unlimited

• To receive notifications about the status change of the Remote Copy Volume
Groups, specify an appropriate value for the DR_NOTIFICATION_CHOICES attribute
by specifying one or more notification types.
The DR_NOTIFICATION_CHOICES attribute supports the following types of
notifications:

◦ EMAIL

NOTE: For email notifications, you must include sg/email module as part of
the package.

◦ SYSLOG

◦ OPC

◦ CONSOLE

You can configure one or any combination of the notification types for the Remote Copy
Volume Group monitor in the DR_NOTIFICATION_CHOICES attribute. For example, to
configure all the types of notifications:
DR_NOTIFICATION_CHOICES EMAIL OPC SYSLOG CONSOLE

If you do not want to use the Remote Copy Volume Group monitor, comment the
DR_NOTIFICATION_CHOICES attribute and the monitoring service in the package
configuration file.

For the failover_policy parameter, in Metrocluster failover packages you can use any
of the Serviceguard defined failover policies. The site_preferred and
site_preferred_manual failover policies are introduced in Serviceguard specifically for
Metrocluster configurations.
The site_preferred value implies that when a Metrocluster package needs to fail over,
it fails over to a node in the same site as the node it last ran. If a configured node is not
available within the same site, the package fails over to a node on another site.
The site_preferred_manual failover policy enables automatic failover of packages
within a site and manual failover across sites.
Configure a cluster with sites to use either of these policies. For information on configuring
the failover policy to site_preferred or site_preferred_manual, see “Site Aware
Failover Configuration” (page 13).

3. Validate the package configuration file.
# cmcheckconf -P pkgName.config

4. Apply the package configuration file.
# cmapplyconf -P pkgName.config

NOTE: After the modular Metrocluster 3PAR package is created, if the value of any
Metrocluster 3PAR parameter needs to be changed, then edit this package configuration
file and re-apply it.

Online reconfiguration of the packages
Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux supports the online reconfiguration of the
packages. For more information, seeManaging HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 available
at http://www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs.
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With the online modification of the packages, the following are the constraints for the listed
attributes:

• DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME, DC2_STORAGE_SYSTEM_NAME

You can change the storage system names for the attribute, but changing the array is not
supported.

• DC1_STORAGE_SYSTEM_USER, DC2_STORAGE_SYSTEM_USER

You can change the user name, but you must recreate the password files for the newly
created user name.

• DC1_RC_VOLUME_GROUP, DC2_RC_VOLUME_GROUP

You can change the Remote Copy Volume Group name, but you must use the same disks
as used in earlier Remote Copy Volume Group.

• DC1_RC_TARGET_FOR_DC2, DC2_RC_TARGET_FOR_DC1

Youmust specify the target name for the attribute as configured for the Remote Copy Volume
Group.

NOTE: If there is a failure while modifying the listed attributes related to the 3PAR array, then
the package failover does not happen.

Configuring a Metrocluster package using Serviceguard Manager
To create a Metrocluster package configured with 3PAR Remote Copy:
1. Select either + Create Package or select Actions→Create to create packages.

• If you have logged in as a non-root user, enter the root password for one of the nodes
to unlock it, then the Create Package screen appears.
Or

• If you have logged in as a root user Create Package screen appears, here you can
create a new package.

Figure 2 Creating Package

2. TheCreate Package screen appears. On the Create Package screen enter the Identification
Parameters, see Table 3 (page 27).
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Table 3 Identification parameters

Valid valuesDescriptionParameter name

Any name, up to a maximum of 39
characters, that:

Any name that is unique among package
names in the selected cluster.

Package Name

• Starts and ends with an alphanumeric
character

• Otherwise contains only alphanumeric
characters or dot (.) or dash (-) or an
underscore (_)

Can contain a maximum of 80 characters.
Default value: Serviceguard Package

A brief description of the application
managed by the package.

Package
Description

NAThe toolkit with which the package is
configured. For more information on toolkits.

Select Toolkit

NASelect the replication type to be used with
the package configuration. This parameter

Select Replication
Type

is applicable only in a Metrocluster or XDC
cluster.

Failover or Multinode
Default value: Failover

Different package types.Type

Select the required nodes on which the package must run from Package Startup
Parameters+Node Selection and Order subsection.

NOTE: By default, Select all Nodes check box is selected. To select the nodes you require
clear the check box and then select the required nodes. If any toolkit is selected, only the
nodes on which the toolkit is configured will be listed.

Figure 3 Create Package

3. In the Identification Parameters subsection, set Select Replication Type as 3PAR (Array
Based).
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Figure 4 Select Replication Type

4. Enter the 3PAR parameters in the 3PAR Replication Parameters section. Table 4 (page
28) describes 3PAR replication parameters.

Table 4 3PAR replication parameters

DescriptionParameter name

The directory is checked for presence of FORCEFLAG, which
is used at time where package is not allowed to startup

Metrocluster Package Configuration Directory

automatically, but you want to start the package forcibly
after understanding the risks.

Sites in a Metrocluster environment.

NOTE: The Metrocluster environment may also be
configured without any sites. If there are no sites present,
the user must map the replication parameters logically
based on the roles.

Data Center 1 and Data Center 2

NOTE: Data Center 1 and Data Center 2 are
application-specific roles of a site.

Enter the desired node name and then click add to use that
node as part of the cluster.

Node name

The DNS (Domain Name Server) resolvable name or IP
address of the 3PAR storage system.

NOTE: Data Center 1 must not be same as Data Center
2.

Storage System Name

The user on the 3PAR storage system.
Metrocluster executes the Remote Copy commands on
storage system through cli using the specified user. This

Storage System User

user must have access to perform the Remote Copy
operations on the site.
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Table 4 3PAR replication parameters (continued)

DescriptionParameter name

The Remote Copy volume group name configured on the
3PAR storage system, containing the disks used by the
application.

NOTE: Data Center 2 remote copy volume group must
not be same as Data Center 1.

Remote Copy Volume Group

The Remote Copy target name defined on the 3PAR
storage system in Data Center1 for the 3PAR storage
system in Data Center 2.

NOTE: Data Center 2 remote copy target namemust not
be same as Data Center 1.

Remote Copy Target

Figure 5 3PAR Replication Parameters

5. Enter the Package behavior parameters in the Package behavior parameters section.
Table 5 (page 29) describes 3PAR replication parameters.

Table 5 Package behavior parameters

Valid valuesDescriptionParameter name

Yes or no
To allow the package to start with current data, set
Allow Package Startup with Non-current data to
Yes.

This parameter defines the
package startup with non-current
data.

Allow Package
Startup with
Non-Current Data

If you want to allow the package to start up with
non-current data, set Allow Package Startup with
Non-current data to Yes.
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Table 5 Package behavior parameters (continued)

Valid valuesDescriptionParameter name

NOTE: IfAllow Package Startupwith Non-current
data is set to No, Metrocluster software will not allow
the application to start if the data is not current. You
have to either manually bring the data to current or
force the package to start on a node with non-current
data.
If Allow Package Startup with Non-current data is
set to Yes, Metrocluster software will allow the
application to start as long as the data is consistent;
even though, it may not be current.
Default value: No

Zero or value > zero or no timeout.
IfResynchronizationwait timeout value is set to zero
and the Remote Copy volume group is in syncing state,

This parameter defines the wait
timeout for Remote Copy volume
group resynchronization. It

Resynchronization
Wait Timeout

Metrocluster software will not wait and returns an error.
The package fails to start on any node in the cluster.

specifies the timeout in minutes
to wait for completion of the

If Resynchronization wait timeout is set to greater
than zero and Remote Copy volume group is in syncing

Remote Copy volume group
resynchronization from source to
destination volume before state, Metrocluster software waits till resynchronization
starting up the package on the
destination.

wait timeout value for the completion of the
synchronization. If resynchronization wait timeout
expires and synchronization is still in progress, the
package fails to start on any node in the cluster.
If Resynchronization wait timeout is set to No
Timeout, then the package startup waits until either
the resynchronization completes or fails.
Default value: Zero

An Integer value greater than zero.
Default value: 250

This parameter specifies the wait
time in seconds for the remote

Periodic Link Down
Timeout

copy volume group to stop when
the remote copy link is down.

Figure 6 Package Behavior Parameters
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6. To set Notification Preferences choose Others option and then select one or more
notification types.

Figure 7 Setting Notifications

7. If you have selected Email Notification then to receive mail notifications about the package
status, enter an email address in Event Notification text box and click Add.

Figure 8 Adding Email Address

8. Once you choose to set the notification as Others and set an appropriate value, a service
gets added to the package. Go to Resource Parameters→ Services and Scripts to see
the added service.
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Figure 9 Services

9. Click Create to create the package and return to the Packages screen.
• If the package is created successfully, the left pane of the Packages screen lists the

new package created.
• If the package is not created, relevant error messages appear at the bottom of the

Create Package screen. Fix the errors and then click the Create or click Cancel to
start from the beginning.

Figure 10 Viewing Created Package
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4 Understanding failover/failback scenarios
Failover/failback scenarios in a Metrocluster package

The section describes a couple of rolling disaster scenarios. In the first scenario, the link had
gone down previously and is now up. The data from primary volume group is being synced with
remote Remote Copy VolumeGroup. The package has failed in the primary site and is now trying
to start at the recovery site. In the second scenario, the link had gone down and the data at the
remote volume group is not current. The package has failed in the primary site and is now trying
to start at the recovery site. Table 6 lists both these scenarios and the impact of Metrocluster
package attributes in such situations.

Table 6 Replication modes and failover scenarios

ResolutionMetrocluster ActionMetrocluster
Parameters

Replication
Mode

Replication
State/Link
Status

Remote
RCVG
Role

Local
RCVG
Role

N/AReturns an error and
does not start the
package.

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
= 0

Periodic/SynchronousSyncing/UpPrimary
Primary
Rev

Secondary
Secondary
Rev

Waits till the specified
time. If sync is

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
is greater than 0

complete before the
specified time, the
package starts,
otherwise package
fails to start.

Waits till the sync is
complete and then
starts the package.

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
is set to no_timeout

If the
FORCEFLAG is

Returns an error and
does not start the
package.

AUTO_NONCURDATA
= 0

Periodic/SynchronousStopped/DownPrimary
Primary
Rev

Secondary
Secondary
Rev present, the

package is
started up.

N/AStarts the package.AUTO_NONCURDATA
= 1

N/AReturns an error and
does not start the
package.

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
= 0

Periodic
only

Started/UpPrimary
Primary
Rev

Secondary
Secondary
Rev

Waits till the specified
time. If sync is

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
is greater than 0

complete before the
specified time, the
package starts,
otherwise package
fails to start.

Waits till the sync is
complete and then
starts the package.

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
is set to no_timeout

Start the remote
copy using

Metrocluster fails to
start the package. It

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
= 0

PeriodicStopped/UpPrimary
Primary
Rev

Secondary
Secondary
Rev thestartrcopygroup

command or the
logs the following
error message in the
log file. Inform
Error: The Remote
Copy is not

Management
Console GUI.
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Table 6 Replication modes and failover scenarios (continued)

ResolutionMetrocluster ActionMetrocluster
Parameters

Replication
Mode

Replication
State/Link
Status

Remote
RCVG
Role

Local
RCVG
Role

NOTE: You
can start the
package after
creating a
FORCEFLAG
file. However, the
package starts
up without
syncing the
remote site with
the local site,
which results in
the loss of data.

happening from the
remote storage
system to the local
storage system. Start
the Remote Copy
Volume Group
manually before
restarting the
package.

Metrocluster starts up
the Remote Copy
Volume Group and
syncs the data from

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
is greater than 0

RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
is set to no_timeout the remote site to the

local site. If the sync
completes with the
time period specified
in
RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT
parameter,
Metrocluster does a
role change and
starts up the package,
else it fails the
package startup with
the following error
message.
Error: Data copy is in
progress for <Local
RemoteCopy Volume
Group name>.

Start the remote
copy using

Metrocluster fails the
package startup

SyncStopped/UpPrimary
Primary
Rev

Secondary
Secondary
Rev startrcopygroupirrespective of the

values specified command or
inRESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT from the Inform
and Management

Console GUI.AUTO_NONCURDATA

NOTE: You
can start the
package after
creating a
FORCEFLAG
file. However, the
package starts
up without
syncing the
remote site with
the local site,
which results in
the loss of data.

parameters. It logs
the following
message in the log
file.
Error: The Remote
Copy is not
happening from the
remote storage
system to the local
storage system. Start
the Remote Copy
Volume Group
manually before
restarting the
package.

The package can
start up when

If the
AUTO_NONCURDATA

AUTO_NONCURDATA
= 0

Periodic/SyncStopped/DownPrimarySecondary

using theparameter is set to 0,
FORCEFLAG filethe package fails to
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Table 6 Replication modes and failover scenarios (continued)

ResolutionMetrocluster ActionMetrocluster
Parameters

Replication
Mode

Replication
State/Link
Status

Remote
RCVG
Role

Local
RCVG
Role

start up and logs the
following error

option. To enable
the package to

message in the log
file.

start up, create a
FORCEFLAG file

Error: The Remote
Copy link is down and

in the location
specified in the
DTS_PKG_DIR
parameter.

data in the local
storage system may
not be current. The
user has set
AUTO_NONCURDATA
to "0” and has not
created the
FORCEFLAG file. To
start the package
forcefully using non
current data, use
FORCEFLAG file.

If the
AUTO_NONCURDATA

AUTO_NONCURDATA
=1

parameter is set to 1
or if the FORCEFLAG
is present, then
Metrocluster fails over
and allows the
package to start up.
This results in the
local role becoming
primary-rev and
remote role becoming
primary. When the
link is up, then you
must manually run the
recover operation to
ensure that the
replication is
happening.

Run the
setrcopygroup

Metrocluster does not
start the package and
logs the following

Periodic/SyncStopped/Down
Stopped/Up

Primary
Rev

Primary

recover
error message in the
log file.

command or use
the Inform

Error: The local
RemoteCopy Volume

Management
Console GUI.

Group role is
"Primary" and the
RemoteCopy Volume
Group role is
"Primary-Rev". Start
Remote Copy from
the other site to this
site using "recover"
operation before
restarting the
package.

You can start the
package using

If the
AUTO_NONCURDATA

AUTO_NONCURDATA
= 0/1

Periodic/SyncFailsafe/UpPrimary
Rev

Primary

theFORCEFLAGparameter is set to 0
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Table 6 Replication modes and failover scenarios (continued)

ResolutionMetrocluster ActionMetrocluster
Parameters

Replication
Mode

Replication
State/Link
Status

Remote
RCVG
Role

Local
RCVG
Role

or 1, the package fails
to start up and logs

file option. To
enable the

the following error package to start
message in the log
file.

up, create a
FORCEFLAG file

Error: MANUAL
INTERVENTION
NECESSARY.

in the location
specified in the
DTS_PKG_DIR
parameter.

Metrocluster does not
recognize the current
status of the 3PAR
Remote Copy volume
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5 Administering a Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy
for Linux

Administering a cluster that uses Metrocluster 3PAR Remote Copy
While the package is running, a manual storage failover on Remote Copy Volume Group outside
of Metrocluster software can cause the package to halt due to unexpected condition of the 3PAR
Remote Copy virtual volumes. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that no manual storage
failover be performed while the package is running.
If the Remote Copy replication was stopped due to link failures, you can manually start the
replication even while the package is running. You do not have to manually start the replication
if the auto_recover option is set for the Remote Copy Volume Group.

Viewing the Remote Copy Volume Group details
To associate the Remote Copy Volume Group name with the package, run the cmgetpkgenv
command:
# cmgetpkgenv <pkg_name>

To list the various properties of 3PAR Remote Copy Volume Group, run the CLI command
showrcopy.
The Remote Copy Volume Group details can also be viewed using 3PARManagement Console.

Normal maintenance
There might be situations when the package has to be taken down for maintenance purposes
without having the package move to another node. The following procedure is recommended for
normal maintenance of the Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux package.
1. Stop the package with the appropriate Serviceguard command.

# cmhaltpkg pkgname

2. Perform the maintenance.
3. Distribute the package configuration changes, if any.

# cmapplyconf -P pkgname.config

4. Start the package with the appropriate Serviceguard command.
# cmmodpkg -e pkgname

The cluster considers a planned node maintenance the same as a failure. If you take a node
down for maintenance, package failover and quorum calculation is based on the remaining
nodes. Make sure that nodes are taken down evenly at each site, and that enough nodes
remain on-line to form a quorum if a failure occurs.

Remote Copy link failure and resume modes
When the link fails, snapshots are created for all primary volumes, but no snapshots are created
for secondary volumes while replication is stopped. When replication is restarted for the volume,
all differences between the base volume and the snapshot taken when the replication was stopped
are sent over to resynchronize the secondary volume with the primary volume.
Upon Remote Copy links recovery, 3PAR Remote Copy automatically restarts the replication if
the auto_recover policy is set. If the auto_recover policy is not set, when the links are
restored, you can copy any writes from the primary to the secondary groups by issuing the
startrcopygroup command on the system that holds the primary group to resynchronize the
primary and secondary groups.
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Restoring replication after a failover
When the Metrocluster package fails over to the remote site and the links are not up or the primary
storage system is not up, Metrocluster issues the setrcopygroup failover command. This
command changes the role of the Remote Copy Volume Group on the storage system in the
recovery site from Secondary to Primary-Rev. In this role, the data is not replicated from the
recovery site to the primary site. After the links are restored or the primary storage system is
restored, manually issue the setrcopygroup recover command on the storage system in
the recovery site to resynchronize the data from the recovery site to the primary site. This will
result in the change of the role of the Remote Copy Volume Group on the storage system in the
primary site from Primary to Secondary-Rev.

CAUTION: When the roles are Secondary-Rev and Primary-Rev, a disaster on the recovery
site will result in a failure of the Metrocluster package. To avoid this, immediately halt the package
on the recovery site and start it up on the primary site. This will restore the role of the Remote
Copy Volume Group to its original role of Primary and Secondary.

Administering Metrocluster with Serviceguard Manager
Running a package

You need to start a package manually after it was halted manually. The cluster must be up and
nodes on which the package is configured must also be running. Also, if the package is dependent
on other packages, those packages must be either already running, or started before this package
starts.
There are two ways of running a package:
• Select Actions→Run; this is the basic run option. If you select this option, the package

configured will start up on its primary node, provided the cluster is running.
For more information, see “Using Run option” (page 38).

• Select Actions→Advanced Run; this option allows you to select the nodes on which you
want the package to run.
When node switching is disabled on primary node, Advanced Run allows you to select an
alternate node.
For more information, see “Using Advanced Run option” (page 39).

Using Run option
You can only start a package whose status is down, which is indicated by a red icon.
To run a package follow these steps:
1. From the Main menu, select Packages.

• The Packages screen appears.
2. From the left pane, select the package you want to start.

• The overview page for the selected package is displayed in the right pane.
3. Select Actions→Run.

• If the package starts, amessage Successfully started Package <name> appears
at the top of the screen. The package status changes to up, as indicated by green
icon.

• If the package fails to start, a message Unable to start Package <name> appears
at the top of the screen. The package status changes to down, as indicated by red
icon.
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Using Advanced Run option
To run a package follow these steps:
1. From the Main menu, select Packages.

• The Packages screen is displayed.
2. From the left pane, select the package you want to start.

• The overview page for the selected package is displayed in the right pane.

NOTE: You can only start a package whose status is down, which is indicated by a red
icon.

3. From the Actions drop-down, select Advanced Run.
• The Advanced Run screen is displayed. Here, select the nodes on which you want to

run the package.
• In case of a failover package, the configured node is selected by default. In case of a

multinode package, all the configured nodes are selected by default.
• If the package starts, amessage Successfully started Package <name> appears

at the top of the screen. The package status changes to up, as indicated by green
icon.

• If the package fails to start, a message Unable to start Package <name> appears
at the top of the screen. The package status changes to down, as indicated by red
icon.

Figure 11 Run and Advance Run option

Using Halt option
To halt a package follow these steps:
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1. From the Main menu, select Packages.
• The Packages screen is displayed.

2. From the left pane, select the package you want to halt.
• The overview page for the selected package is displayed in the right pane.

NOTE: You can only halt a package whose status is up, which is indicated by a green
icon.

3. From the Actions drop-down, select Halt.
• If the package halts, a message Successfully halted package <name> on

the node <name> appears at the top of the screen. The package status changes to
down, as indicated by red icon.

• If the package fails to halt, a message Unable to halt package <name> appears
at the top of the screen.

Using Advanced Halt option
To halt a package follow these steps:
1. From the Main menu, select Packages.

• The Packages screen is displayed.
2. From the left pane, select the package you want to halt.

NOTE: You can only halt a package whose status is up, which is indicated by a green
icon or partially down which is indicated by a red icon.

• The overview page for the selected package is displayed in the right pane.
3. From the Actions drop-down, select Advanced Halt.

• The Advanced Halt window, with the list of the packages that will be halt on the node
is displayed.

• In case of a failover package, the node on which the package is running is selected by
default. In case of a multinode package, all the nodes on which the package is running
are selected by default.

NOTE: In a multinode package, the status remains green until the package is halted
on all the nodes. The status changes to red once it is halted on all the nodes.

4. Select Force Halt the Package option and then click OK.
• If the package halts, a message Successfully halted package <name> on

the node <name> appears at the top of the screen. The package status changes to
down, as indicated by red icon.

• If the package fails to halt, a message Unable to halt package <name> appears
at the top of the screen.
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Figure 12 Halt and Advance Halt option

Rolling upgrade
Metrocluster configurations follow the Serviceguard rolling upgrade procedure. The Serviceguard
documentation includes rolling upgrade procedures to upgrade the Serviceguard version, the
operating environment, and other software. This Serviceguard procedure, along with
recommendations, guidelines, and limitations, is applicable to Metrocluster. For more information
on completing a rolling upgrade of Serviceguard, see the latest edition of Managing HPE
Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 available at http://www.hpe.com/info/
linux-serviceguard-docs.

Limitations of the rolling upgrade for Metrocluster
The rolling upgrade for Metrocluster has the following limitations:

• The cluster or package configuration cannot be modified until the rolling upgrade is complete.
If the configuration must be edited, upgrade all nodes to the new release, modify the
configuration file, and then copy it to all nodes in the cluster.

• New features of the latest version of Metrocluster cannot be used until all nodes are upgraded
to the latest version.

• More than two versions of Metrocluster cannot run in the cluster while the rolling upgrade
is in progress.

• The rolling upgrade procedure cannot be used as a means of using multiple versions of
Metrocluster software within the cluster. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you
immediately upgrade all cluster nodes to the latest version.

• Serviceguard cannot be deleted on any node when the rolling upgrade is in progress in the
cluster.
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6 Troubleshooting
Troubleshooting Metrocluster

To troubleshoot problems with Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux, you must
understand 3PAR Remote Copy environments. See the Remote Copy User Guide for more
information on Remote Copy configuration and volume group states.

CAUTION: Metrocluster with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux cannot handle Remote Copy
Volume Group states automatically and correctly, if they result frommanual manipulations (either
through 3PAR Management Console or CLI or through any other means).

Metrocluster log
Make sure you periodically review the following files for messages, warnings, and recommended
actions. Hewlett Packard Enterprise recommends that you review these files after each system,
data center, and application failures:

• View the system log at /var/log/messages.

• The package log file specified in the package configuration using the parameter
script_log_file.

3PAR storage system log
A task, identified by task IDs is generated for each operation in the 3PAR storage system. Task
manager commands provide information regarding the tasks in the system. For more information,
see Managing Tasks section in 3PAR CLI Administrator’s Manual available at: http://
www.hpe.com/info/saw or contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise representative.

NOTE: Match the 3PAR storage system time with the cluster node time so that tasks can be
easily mapped to Metrocluster operations.

For log messages from the 3PAR storage system, you can use showevent and showalert
commands. For more details, see the HPE 3PAR CLI's Administrator Manual available at: http://
www.hpe.com/info/saw or contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise representative.

Understanding Metrocluster package log messages
Table 7 describes the various messages that are logged in the log files, and the methods to
resolve those error messages.

Table 7 Error Messages and their Resolution

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

Start the Remote Copy Volume Group
manually using startrcopygroup

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

The Remote Copy is not functioning
from the remote storage system to
the local storage system. The command or via 3PAR Management

Console. Restart the package.
• The Remote Copy Volume Group

was stopped manually by usingpackage is not allowed to start up.
Start the Remote Copy Volume stoprcopygroup command or

via 3PAR Management Console.Group manually before restarting the
package.

• There was a link failure followed
by link restore with auto_recover
policy not set.

Create a FORCEFLAG file under the
package directory using touch

The Remote Copy link is down and
the Remote Copy Volume Group
status is “Stopped”.

The Remote Copy link is down and
data in the local storage systemmight
not be up-to-date. The user has set <package directory>/FORCEFLAG

AUTO_NONCURDATA parameter is not
set to 1.

AUTO_NONCURDATA parameter to 0,
and has not created the FORCEFLAG

to start the package with or without the
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Table 7 Error Messages and their Resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

latest data in the local storage system.
Restart the package.

file. The package is not allowed to
start up. To start the package
forcefully using non current data, use
FORCEFLAG file.

Wait until the Remote Copy Volume
Group is fully synchronized and is in
“Synced” state. Restart the package.

The data is being synchronized from
the remote storage system to the
local storage system, and the virtual

The Remote Copy Volume Group is
in "Syncing" state and
RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT parameter

volumes of the Remote Copy Volumeis set to 0. The package is not
allowed to start up. Group are in “Syncing” state.

Metrocluster parameter
RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT is set to 0,
and is configured not to start under
this condition.

Change the Remote Copy Volume
Group policy to “no_fail_wrt_on_err”

The policy fail_wrt_on_err is not
supported for a Remote Copy Volume
Group in a Metrocluster environment.

The Remote Copy Volume Group is
set with fail_wrt_on_err and the link
is down. The package is not allowed
to start up.

using the command setrcopygroup
pol no_fail_wrt_on_err
<rc_volume_group_name> or via
3PAR Management Console.

If application availability is more
important than data currency, create a

The package fails back from the
remote site when the link is down.

The role of local Remote Copy
Volume Group is “Primary” and the

FORCEFLAG file under the packageThe role of local Remote Copy
Volume Group “Primary” and the role

role of remote Remote Copy Volume
Group role is “Primary-Rev”. The directory using touch <package

of the remote Remote Copy Volumepackage is not allowed to start up. directory>/FORCEFLAG, and then
restart the package.Group is “Primary-Rev”. The package

is not started because the data
The link is down and the user has not
created the FORCEFLAG file.

written on the remote site is not
replicated to the local site. Starting
the package on the local site discards
all the changes that were made
earlier on the remote site.

Start the replication using
startrcopygroup command, and
then restart the package.

The Remote Copy Volume Group is
configured but not yet started.

The Remote Copy Volume Group is
either in “New” or “Stale” status. The
package is not allowed to start up.

Take corrective actions based on the
cause identified.

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

The role of local Remote Copy
Volume Group is “Primary” and the
role of remote Remote Copy Volume • The storage system is down.Group is “Primary-Rev”. Start Remote

• The TCP/IP connectivity from the
node to the storage system is
down.

Copy from the remote site to this site
using “recover” operation before
restarting the package.

• Password files are not configured
to connect from nodes to the
storage system for the
corresponding user.

• The Remote Copy Volume Group
for DC1 or DC2 may not exist.

Create a FORCEFLAG file under the
package directory using touch

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

Not able to determine the status of
the local storage system. This might
be because either the storage system <package directory>/FORCEFLAG• The storage system is down.is down or because there are CLI and restart the package after you

• The TCP/IP connectivity from the
node to the storage system is
down.

connectivity issues. The package is
not allowed to start up.
Fix the problem to allow package
startup. To start the package
forcefully, use FORCEFLAG file.

ensure that the local storage system
has the latest data and the local
Remote Copy volumes are in
read/write.• The Remote Copy Volume Group

for DC1 or DC2 may not exist.
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Table 7 Error Messages and their Resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

• Password files are not configured
to connect from nodes to the
storage system for the
corresponding user.

• The CLI connections are
exhausted. For more information
see “Managing CLI connections
to 3PAR array” (page 46).

To start the package irrespective of
data currency, create a FORCEFLAG

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

Not able to determine the status of
the remote storage system. This
might be because of CLI connectivity file under the package directory using• The storage system is down.issues or because the remote storage touch <package

• The TCP/IP connectivity from the
node to the storage system is
down.

system is down. The role of local
Remote Copy Volume Group's is
“Primary”. This means that the role

directory>/FORCEFLAG, and then
restart the package.

NOTE: This can be done only when
the local storage system is up.

of remote Remote Copy Volume
Group's can be either “Secondary” or

• Password files are not configured
to connect from the nodes to the

“Primary-Rev”, or the remote storage storage system for the
corresponding user.system is down. The package is not

allowed to start up on this node. To
• The Remote Copy Volume Group

for DC1 or DC2 may not exist.
allow package startup on this node,
either fix the connectivity issue or use
FORCEFLAG file. • The CLI connections are

exhausted. For more information
see “Managing CLI connections
to 3PAR array” (page 46).

Fix the issue based on the cause
identified. If required, reverse the

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

Not able to determine the status of
the local storage system. This might
be because of CLI connectivity replication role, and then restart the

package.• The TCP/IP connectivity from the
node to the storage system is
down.

issues. The role of remote Remote
Copy Volume Group role is Primary
and the status is started. This implies

• Password files are not configured
to connect from nodes to the

that the role of local Remote Copy
Volume Group is Secondary. The

storage system for the
corresponding user.

package is not allowed to start up on
this node. To allow package startup
on this node, either fix the • The Remote Copy Volume Group

for DC1 or DC2 may not exist.connectivity issues or reverse the
replication using 3PAR Management
Console. • The CLI connections are

exhausted. For more information
see “Managing CLI connections
to 3PAR array” (page 46).

Start the replication group using either
the startrcopygroup command or

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

Not able to determine the status of
the local storage system. This may
be because of CLI connectivity issues the 3PAR Management Console.

Restart the package.
• The storage system is down.or because the local storage system

is down. The role of remote Remote • The TCP/IP connectivity from the
node to the storage system is
down.

Copy Volume Group is “Primary”.
This means that the role of local
Remote Copy Volume Group can be • Password files are not configured

to connect from nodes to theeither “Secondary” or “Primary-Rev”,
or the local storage system is down. storage system for the

corresponding user.The package is not allowed to start
up on this node. To allow the package

• The Remote Copy Volume Group
for DC1 or DC2 may not exist.

startup on this node, either fix the
connectivity issue or use FORCEFLAG
file. • The CLI connections are

exhausted. For more information
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Table 7 Error Messages and their Resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

see “Managing CLI connections
to 3PAR array” (page 46).

Start the replication group using either
the startrcopygroup command or

The startrcopygroup command
failed.

Starting of the Remote Copy Volume
Group
[<remote_copy_volume_group_name>]
has failed to complete. This means

the 3PAR Management Console.
Restart the package.

that Remote Copy is not functioning
between the primary and secondary
volume groups. Manually start
Remote Copy Volume Group using
the startrcopygroup command.

Fix the issue based on the identified
cause. Restore the replication link, and
start the package.

Either the link is down or the remote
storage system is not up. The local
Remote Copy Volume Group is

The role of local Remote Copy
Volume Group is "Secondary-Rev"
and the link is down. The package is

“Secondary-Rev”. The replicationnot allowed to startup. Restore the
cannot be restored because the linklinks and ensure the storage systems

are up before restarting this package. is down, and there is no way to make
the “Secondary-Rev” volume
read/write.

Wait till the Remote Copy Volume
Group is fully synchronized and is in
“Synced” state. Restart the package.

The data is being synchronized from
the remote storage system to the
local storage system and the Remote

Resyncwait timeout has occurred.
The package is not allowed to start
up on this node. Either data copy is

Copy Volume Group volumes are instill in progress between the virtual
“Syncing” state. Metrocluster packagevolumes of the primary and
startup failed because thesecondary Remote Copy Volume
synchronization of the volumes didGroups
not complete within the time interval(<remote_copy_volume_group_name>)
specified in the parameter
RESYNC_WAIT_TIMEOUT.

or the status of the volume
group/virtual volume is not “Started
or Synced”.

Fix the issue based on the cause
identified.

The error was caused due to one of
the following reasons:

Metrocluster failed to discover the
properties of both the remote and
local Remote Copy Volume Groups. • The storage system is down.The package is not allowed to start
up. • The TCP/IP connectivity form the

node to the storage system is
down.

• Password files are not configured
to connect from nodes to the
storage system for the
corresponding user.

• The Remote Copy Volume Group
for DC1 or DC2 may not exist.

Install 3PAR InForm OS CLI and
create a link from /opt/3PAR/

The utility
setupMC3PARpasswdfile fails to

./setupMC3PARpasswdfile
<username> <Array IP>Metrocluster
3PAR password file creation inform_cli<version>/bin/cligenerate password files when 3PAR

InForm OS CLI is not installed.utility....The user name specified is
<username> The storage array

to /usr/bin/cli, where <version>
is the latest installed version of 3PAR
InForm OS CLI.specified is <Array IP>Enter the

username once more and the
password when prompted.Trying to
create the password file
./setupMC3PARpasswdfile: line 36:
cli: command not found.Failed to
create the password file!!!Create the
password file and copy it manually to
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Table 7 Error Messages and their Resolution (continued)

ResolutionCauseLog Messages

all nodes in the location /usr/
local/cmcluster/conf/3parrc

NOTE: The password file must
have the following format:
<3parArrayUserName>_<3parArrayName>.pwf

Managing CLI connections to 3PAR array
The maximum number of CLI connections to a 3PAR storage array is 64. Metrocluster
configuration or package startup operations uses CLI to connect and to get information about
the remote copy groups from the storage array. Therefore, more than 64 Metrocluster packages
cannot be configured in a cluster.
To decide the actual number of Metrocluster packages that can be configured, consider the
following:

• The number of CLI connections consumed by other Metrocluster configured to failover
applications from the storage array.

• Any external SSH and CLI connections made by storage administrators.
If the Metrocluster packages fail to start because CLI connections are exhausted, to restart the
package do the following:

• Verify the number of users connected to the array by using the showuserconn command.
Notify the administrators to close the idle sessions. After the number of available connections
is increased, restart the packages.

Troubleshooting connectivity issues to 3PAR storage system
During Metrocluster configuration, if you are unable to connect to the 3PAR storage system,
ensure that the storage system is up and running, and the network ports are functioning properly.
To check for response from the storage system over the network, use the ping command from
cluster nodes to the storage system's network name or IP address.
# ping <storage system network name or IP address>

If you are using the network name of the storage system, verify it is resolving to proper IP address
using nslookup command from the cluster nodes.
# nslookup <storage system network name>

If the local replication role is secondary, the remote replication role is primary, and the remote
copy link is up, Metrocluster executes stop, reverse, and start operations for the Remote Copy
VolumeGroup on the local site. If the stop and reverse operation succeed, the secondary volumes
become read/write and the Metrocluster package comes up even if the start operation fails with
the error "Promote operation is going on". If the start operation fails, replication I/O does not start
from the new primary volumes to the new secondary volumes. In this case, manual intervention
is required to restart the replication using the startcopygroup command.
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7 Support and other resources
Accessing Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support

• For live assistance, go to the Contact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide website:
www.hpe.com/assistance

• To access documentation and support services, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support
Center website:
www.hpe.com/support/hpesc

Information to collect
• Technical support registration number (if applicable)

• Product name, model or version, and serial number

• Operating system name and version

• Firmware version

• Error messages

• Product-specific reports and logs

• Add-on products or components

• Third-party products or components

Accessing updates
• Some software products provide a mechanism for accessing software updates through the

product interface. Review your product documentation to identify the recommended software
update method.

• To download product updates, go to either of the following:

Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center Get connected with updates page:
www.hpe.com/support/e-updates

◦

◦ Software Depot website:
www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepot

• To view and update your entitlements, and to link your contracts and warranties with your
profile, go to the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support CenterMore Information on Access
to Support Materials page:
www.hpe.com/support/AccessToSupportMaterials

IMPORTANT: Access to some updates might require product entitlement when accessed
through the Hewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center. You must have an HP Passport
set up with relevant entitlements.

Websites

LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/info/enterprise/docsHewlett Packard Enterprise Information Library

www.hpe.com/support/hpescHewlett Packard Enterprise Support Center
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LinkWebsite

www.hpe.com/assistanceContact Hewlett Packard Enterprise Worldwide

www.hpe.com/support/e-updatesSubscription Service/Support Alerts

www.hpe.com/support/softwaredepotSoftware Depot

www.hpe.com/support/selfrepairCustomer Self Repair

www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docsInsight Remote Support

www.hpe.com/info/hpux-serviceguard-docsServiceguard Solutions for HP-UX

www.hpe.com/storage/spockSingle Point of Connectivity Knowledge (SPOCK) Storage
compatibility matrix

www.hpe.com/storage/whitepapersStorage white papers and analyst reports

Customer self repair
Hewlett Packard Enterprise customer self repair (CSR) programs allow you to repair your product.
If a CSR part needs to be replaced, it will be shipped directly to you so that you can install it at
your convenience. Some parts do not qualify for CSR. Your Hewlett Packard Enterprise authorized
service provider will determine whether a repair can be accomplished by CSR.
For more information about CSR, contact your local service provider or go to the CSR website:
www.hpe.com/support/selfrepair

Remote support
Remote support is available with supported devices as part of your warranty or contractual support
agreement. It provides intelligent event diagnosis, and automatic, secure submission of hardware
event notifications to Hewlett Packard Enterprise, which will initiate a fast and accurate resolution
based on your product’s service level. Hewlett Packard Enterprise strongly recommends that
you register your device for remote support.
For more information and device support details, go to the following website:
www.hpe.com/info/insightremotesupport/docs

Documentation feedback
Hewlett Packard Enterprise is committed to providing documentation that meets your needs. To
help us improve the documentation, send any errors, suggestions, or comments to Documentation
Feedback (docsfeedback@hpe.com). When submitting your feedback, include the document
title, part number, edition, and publication date located on the front cover of the document. For
online help content, include the product name, product version, help edition, and publication date
located on the legal notices page.
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A Checklist and worksheet for configuring Metrocluster
with 3PAR Remote Copy for Linux

Disaster recovery checklist
Use this checklist to make sure you have adhered to the disaster tolerant architecture guidelines
for two main data centers and a third location configuration.

Data centers A and B have the same number of nodes to maintain quorum in case an entire
data center fails.

Arbitrary nodes or Quorum Server nodes are located in a separate location from either of the
primary data centers (A or B).

The elements in each data center including nodes, disks, network components, and climate
control are on separate power circuits.

Multipathing is configured for each disk used in Metrocluster.

Each disk array is configured with redundant replication links.

At least two networks are configured to function as the cluster heartbeat.

All redundant cabling for network, heartbeat, and replication links are routed using physical
paths.

Cluster configuration worksheet
Use this cluster configuration worksheet either in place of, or in addition to the worksheet provided
in the latest version of the Managing HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 manual available
at http://www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs. If you have already completed a
Serviceguard cluster configuration worksheet, you only need to complete the first part of this
worksheet
__________________________________________________________________________
Names and nodes
__________________________________________________________________________
Cluster Name: ____________________________________________________________
Data Center A Name and Location: _________________________________________
Site Name: _______________________________________________________________
Node Names: _______________________________________________________________
Data Center B Name and Location: _________________________________________
Site Name: _______________________________________________________________
Node Names: ______________________________________________________________
Arbitrator/Quorum Server Third Location Name and Location: _______________
Arbitrator Node/Quorum Server Names: ____________________________________
Maximum Configured Packages: ____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Subnets
__________________________________________________________________________
Heartbeat IP Addresses: _________________________________________________
Non-Heartbeat IP Addresses: _____________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
Timing Parameters
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__________________________________________________________________________
Member Timeout: _________________________________________________________
Network Polling Interval: _______________________________________________
AutoStart Delay: ________________________________________________________

Package configuration worksheet
Use this package configuration worksheet either in place of, or in addition to the worksheet
provided in the latest version of the Managing HPE Serviceguard for Linux A.12.00.40 manual
available at http://www.hpe.com/info/linux-serviceguard-docs . If you have already completed
an Serviceguard package configuration worksheet, you only need to complete the first part of
this worksheet.
__________________________________________________________________________
Package configuration data
__________________________________________________________________________
Package Name: ____________________________________________________________
Primary Node: _________________________Data Center: ______________________
First Failover Node: __________________Data Center: ______________________
Second Failover Node: _________________Data Center: ______________________
Third Failover Node: __________________Data Center: ______________________
Fourth Failover Node: _________________Data Center: ______________________

Table 8 Volume group information

Entry 4Entry 3Entry 2Entry 1Information Name

Volume Group

Logical Volume

File System

Mount Point

LVM

Table 9 Package IP information

IP Subnet NodeIP SubnetPackage IP Address

Table 10 Service information

Service Name

Service command

Service restart

Fail fast enabled

Service Halt timeout

__________________________________________________________________________
Metrocluster 3PAR RC module information
__________________________________________________________________________
DC1 RC Volume Group: _____________________________________________________
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DC1 Storage System User: _________________________________________________
DC1 Nodes List: __________________________________________________________
DC1 RC Target for DC2: ___________________________________________________
DC2 RC Volume Group: _____________________________________________________
DC2 Storage System User: _________________________________________________
DC2 Nodes List: __________________________________________________________
DC2 RC Target for DC1: ___________________________________________________
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Glossary
A — C

3PAR Remote
Copy

The 3PAR storage systems are configured for use in data replication from one 3PAR storage
system unit to another. This type of physical data replication is a part of the Metrocluster with
3PAR Remote Copy for Linux.

arbitrator Nodes in a disaster tolerant architecture that act as tie-breakers in case all of the nodes in a
data center go down at the same time. These nodes are full members of the Serviceguard
cluster and must conform to the minimum requirements. The arbitrator must be located in a
third data center to ensure that the failure of an entire data center does not bring the entire
cluster down. See also quorum server.

automatic
failover

Failover directed by automation scripts or software (such as Serviceguard) and requiring no
human intervention.

cluster An Serviceguard cluster is a networked grouping of HPE Proliant Servers (host systems known
as nodes) having sufficient redundancy of software and hardware that a single failure will not
significantly disrupt service. Serviceguard software monitors the health of nodes, networks,
application services, and makes failover decisions based on where the application can run
successfully.

D

data center A physically proximate collection of nodes and disks, usually all in one room.
data currency Whether the data contain the most recent transactions, and/or whether the replica database

has all of the committed transactions that the primary database contains; speed of data replication
may cause the replica to lag behind the primary copy, and compromise data currency.

data replication The scheme by which data is copied from one site to another for disaster tolerance. Data
replication can be either physical (see physical data replication) or logical (see logical data
replication). In a Continentalclusters environment, the process by which data that is used by
the cluster packages is transferred to the Recovery Cluster and made available for use on the
Recovery Cluster in the event of a recovery.

disaster An event causing the failure of multiple components or entire data centers that render unavailable
all services at a single location; these include natural disasters such as earthquake, fire, or
flood, acts of terrorism or sabotage, large-scale power outages.

disaster recovery The process of restoring access to applications and data after a disaster. Disaster recovery
can be manual, meaning human intervention is required, or it can be automated, requiring little
or no human intervention.

disaster recovery The characteristic of being able to recover quickly from a disaster. Components of disaster
tolerance include redundant hardware, data replication, geographic dispersion, partial or complete
recovery automation, and well-defined recovery procedures.

disaster recovery
architecture

A cluster architecture that protects against multiple points of failure or a single catastrophic
failure that affects many components by locating parts of the cluster at a remote site and by
providing data replication to the remote site. Other components of disaster tolerant architecture
include redundant links, either for networking or data replication, that are installed along different
routes, and automation of most or all of the recovery process.

disaster recovery
services

Services and products offered by companies that provide the hardware, software, processes,
and people necessary to recover from a disaster.

E-L

failback Failing back from a backup node, which may or may not be remote, to the primary node that
the application normally runs on.

failover The transfer of control of an application or service from one node to another node after a failure.
Failover can be manual, requiring human intervention, or automated, requiring little or no human
intervention.
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LUN (Logical Unit Number) A SCSI term that refers to a logical disk device composed of one or more
physical disk mechanisms, typically configured into a RAID level.

M, N

manual failover Failover requiring human intervention to start an application or service on another node.
Metrocluster A Hewlett Packard Enterprise product that allows a customer to configure an Serviceguard

cluster as a disaster recovery metropolitan cluster.
metropolitan
cluster

A cluster that is geographically dispersed within the confines of a metropolitan area requiring
right-of-way to lay cable for redundant network and data replication components.

notification A message that is sent following a cluster or package event.

O, P

physical data
replication

An on-line data replication method that duplicates I/O writes to another disk on a physical block
basis. Physical replication can be hardware-based where data is replicated between disks over
a dedicated link (For example, EMC’s Symmetrix Remote Data Facility, the HPE StorageWorks
E Disk Array XP Series Continuous Access, 3PARRemote Copy and EVA Continuous Access),
or software-based where data is replicated on multiple disks using dedicated software on the
primary node (For Example, MirrorDisk/UX).

Q

quorum server A cluster node that acts as a tie-breaker in a disaster tolerant architecture in case all of the
nodes in a data center go down at the same time. See also arbitrator.

R, S

RecoveryCluster A cluster on which recovery of a package takes place following a failure on the cluster.
resynchronization The process of making the data between two sites consistent and current once systems are

restored following a failure. Also called data resynchronization.
rolling disaster A second disaster that occurs before recovering from a previous disaster, For Example, while

data is being synchronized between two data centers after a disaster, one of the data centers
fails, interrupting the data synchronization process. Rolling disasters may result in data corruption
that requires a reload from tape backups.

sub-clusters Sub-clusters are clusterwares that run above the Serviceguard cluster and comprise only the
nodes in a Metrocluster site. Sub-clusters have access only to the storage arrays within a site.

T-Z

volume group In LVM, a set of physical volumes such that logical volumes can be defined within the volume
group for user access. A volume group can be activated by only one node at a time. Serviceguard
can activate a volume group when it starts a package. A given disk can belong to only one
volume group. A logical volume can belong to only one volume group.
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documentation
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F
failback, 33
failover, 33
Restore, 38

failover_policy
site_preferred, 14
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GUI
synchronization, 15

H
HPE 3PAR
privileges, 6

HPE 3PAR CLI, 17
HPE 3PAR storage systems, 5

L
LVM volume group, 18
exporting, 18

M
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configuration, 8
requirements, 6

P
parameters, 36
password
3PAR storage systems, 18

privileges
configure, 18

R
RAID
virtual, 15

Remote Copy over IP (RCIP), 6
Remote Copy volume groups, 5
remote support, 48
replication, 14

S
Serviceguard, 13
site_preferred_manual
site_preferred, 13

software
Installation, 13

support
Hewlett Packard Enterprise, 47

synchronous, 5

T
target
relative to each other, 6

Toolkit, 13
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